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Abstract 

A novel tissue scaffold design technique has been proposed with controllable heterogeneous architecture design suitable for 
additive manufacturing processes. The proposed layer-based design uses a bi-layer pattern of radial and spiral layer 
consecutively to generate functionally gradient porosity, which follows the geometric shape of the scaffold. The proposed 
approach constructs the medial region from the medial axis of each corresponding layer. The radial layers of the scaffold are 
then generated by connecting the boundaries of the medial region and the layer’s outer contour. Gradient porosity is changed 
between the medial region and the layer’s outer contour. Iso-porosity regions are determined by dividing the sub-regions 
peripherally into pore cells and consecutive iso-porosity curves are generated using the iso-points from those pore cells.  The 
combination of consecutive layers generates the pore cells with desired pore sizes. To ensure the fabrication of the designed 
scaffolds, the generated contours are optimized for a continuous, interconnected, and smooth deposition path-planning. The 
proposed methodologies can generate the structure with gradient (linear or non-linear), variational or constant porosity that can 
provide localized control of variational porosity along the scaffold architecture. The designed porous structures can be 
fabricated using additive Manufacturing processes. 
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1. Introduction 

Reconstructing or repairing tissues with porous structures or scaffolds to restore its mechanical, biological and 
chemical functions is one of the major tissue engineering strategies. The intended use of such porous structures is 
to stimulate the tissue regeneration processes while minimally upsetting the delicate equilibrium of the local 
environment and the patient’s biology. 

Commonly used tissue scaffold structures are homogeneous in nature with uniform porosity as shown in Figure 
1(a). In extrusion based additive manufacturing processes, one of the most common deposition patterns of making 
porous scaffolds is following a Cartesian layout pattern (00-900) in each layer crisscrossing the scaffold area 
arbitrarily as shown in Figure 1(a). However, other layout patterns are also reported to determine the influence of 
pore size and geometry [1]. In such structure, the porosity of designed scaffold do not conform the geometry of the 
replaced damaged tissue but simply approximates [2]. Besides, jumps or motion without deposition during their 
fabrication is also highly substantial due to the nature of the tool-path, which is independent of the geometry. And 
such non-continuous and un-natural movements during fabrication degenerate uniformity of the deposited material 
shape and need to be avoided [3]. 

Cells seeded on the scaffold structure need nutrients, proteins, growth factors and waste disposal, which make 
mass and fluid transport vital to cell survival. However, in traditional homogeneous scaffolds, seeded cells away 
from the boundary of the scaffold might have limited access to the nutrient and oxygen affecting their survival rate 
[4]. After cells are seeded in those filaments, their accessibility to the outer region for nutrient or mass transport 
becomes limited to the alignment of the filament in lieu of their own locations. As shown in Figure 1(a), seeded 
cells away from the outer contour may have less accessibility through the filament which can be represented by the 
rectilinear distance. This could affect the cell survival rate significantly as discussed earlier. However, a carefully 
crafted filament deposition between the outer contour and the medial region can improve the cell accessibility and 
may increase the mass transportation at any location as shown in Figure 1(b). On the other hand, controlling the 
size, geometry, orientation, interconnectivity, and surface chemistry of pores and channels could determine the 
nature of nutrient flow [5]. The size of the pores determines the distance between cells at the initial stages of 
cultivation and also influences how much space the cells have for 3D self-organization in later stages. Cell seeding 
on the surface of scaffold and feeding the inner sections are limited when the pores are too small, whereas larger 
pores affect the stability and its ability to provide physical support for the seeded cells [6]. 

Natural tissue has a varied arrangement of its micro architecture in concert to perform diverse mechanical, 
biological and chemical functions. For example, the bone’s micro-structure varies considerably making the bone 
architecture highly anisotropic in nature [7]. But homogeneous scaffolds do not capture the intricate spatial 
material concentration and may not represent the bio-mimetic structure of the regenerated tissue. A possible 
solution for performing the diverse functionality would be designing scaffolds with functionally variational 
porosity. Gradient porosity along the internal scaffold architecture might provide extrinsic and intrinsic properties 
of functional scaffolds as well as might perform guided tissue regeneration. Thus achieving controllable, 
continuous, interconnected gradient porosity may lead toward a successful tissue engineering approach. Improved 
cell seeding and distribution efficiency through the scaffold has been reported in Sobral et al [8] by implementing 
continuous gradient pore size. Hence the need for a reproducible and fabricatable structure design with controllable 
gradient porosity is obvious but possibly limited by design and fabrication methods [8, 9]. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Mass transport and cell in-growth direction in (a) traditional layout pattern, and (b) proposed radial pattern. 
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In this paper, we propose a novel method to addresses the scaffold design limitations by designing a 
functionally gradient variational porosity architecture that conforms to the anatomical shape of the damaged tissue. 
The proposed layer-based design uses a bi-layer pattern of radial and spiral layers consecutively in 3D to achieve 
the desired functional porosity.  The material deposition is controlled by the scaffold’s contour geometry, and this 
would allow us to control the internal architecture of the designed scaffold. The designed layers have been 
optimized for a continuous, interconnected, and smooth material deposition path-planning for additive 
manufacturing processes. 

2. Computer-aided bio modeling 

The modeling technique has been proposed for layer-based additive manufacturing processes to control the 
internal architecture of tissue scaffolds. First, the anatomical 3D shape of the targeted region needs to be extracted 
using non-invasive techniques and layers are generated by slicing the 3D shape. To demonstrate the proposed 
heterogeneous controllable porosity modeling, two consecutive layers are considered as bi-layer pattern. For each 
layer, medial axis is constructed as the topological skeleton using inward offsetting method which is then 
converted into a two dimensional medial region. The scaffolding area is discretized with radial ruling lines by 
connecting the boundaries of the medial region and the layer’s outer contour. An optimization algorithm is 
developed and sub-regions are accumulated from ruling lines. Dividing the sub-regions into pore-cell along their 
periphery generates iso-porosity regions for the consecutive layer. The combination of consecutive layers 
constructs the pore cells with desired pore sizes. Finally, a continuous, interconnected, and smooth deposition path-
planning is proposed to ensure the fabrication of the designed scaffolds. By stacking the designed bi-layers 
consecutively along the building direction will generate the 3D porous scaffold structure with controllable 
heterogeneous porosity. 

2.1. Medial region generation 

As mentioned above, the seeded cells away from the peripheral boundary of the scaffold have lower survival 
rates and tissue formation. In our proposed design processes, the spinal (deepest) region of the scaffold architecture 
needs to be determined so that the gradient of functional porous structure can change between the outer contour 
and the spinal region [10]. The medial axis [11] of each layer contour is used as its spine or internal feature. 

To ensure the proper physical significance of this one-dimensional geometric feature, a medial region has been 
constructed from the medial axis for each corresponding layer contour as shown in Figure 2. The medial region has 
been defined as the sweeping area covered by a circle whose loci of centers are the constructed medial axis. The 
width of this medial region is determined by the radius of the imaginary circle. Higher width can be used if the 
scaffold is designed with perfusion bioreactor cell culture [12] consideration to reduce the cell morbidity with 
proper nutrient and oxygen circulation. The boundary curve of the medial region is defined as the medial boundary 
in this paper; it is also the deepest region from the boundary, as shown in Figure 2(b). The medial region can be 
used as an internal perfusion channel through which the cell nutrients and oxygen can be supplied and may 
increase the cell survival rate. 

 

 

Fig. 2 (a) The layer contour; (b) medial axis, and medial boundary generation. 
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2.2. Radial sub-regions from generated ruling line 

To construct the radial channels or sub-regions, the scaffold area is decomposed into a finite number of 
segments connected between the external contour )(tCi  and the internal feature )(tMBi . The scaffold area of the 

thi  contour is partitioned with a finite number of radial lines connected between )(tCi and )(tMBi . To increase 
accessibility, and to ensure the controllable smooth property transition between the outer and inner contours, an 
adaptive ruled layer algorithm is developed [10] to discretize the scaffold area with the following conditions: 

 
a) The connecting lines must not intersect with each other. 
b) The generated lines must be connected through a single point on )(tCi  and )(tMBi . 
c) The line resolution must be higher than the lower width of biologically allowable pore size for cell in 

growth, /ll  .   
d) The length of such lines must be the minimum possible.  
e) The summation of the inner product of the unit normal vectors at two end points on the contour )(tCi  and 

the internal boundary )(tMBi  is maximized. 
f) The connecting lines must be able to generate a manifold, valid, and untangled surface.  

 

In order to connect both the external contour curve )(tCi  and the internal medial boundary contour )(tMBi , they 
are parametrically divided into independent number of equal cord length sections.  Then, one-to-one point 
generation methodology [10] is used to generate N  number of points on both directrices as shown in Figure 3. 
Finally, a global optimization model is formulated for ruling line insertion where the objective is to maximize the 
sum of the function 
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The objective function in Equation (1) considers both unit normal vectors and the distance between the 
connecting points. During ruling line insertion, they should intersect with the base curve only at one single point 

)(tCi  and )(tMBi  as shown Equation (2) and (3) to avoid twisting and intersecting ruling lines. Moreover, they 
should not intersect with each other because intersection generates invalid discretization given in Equation (4).  
Thus, a scaffold layer is partitioned with N  number of ruling line sets  }{ ..1,0 NnnlrLR  , and the space between 

the inserted ruling lines is defined as singular segment sets   }{ ..1,0 NnnlsLS . 
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Fig. 3 (a) Sub-region construction from segments, and (b) sub-region’s geometry. 

By using these segments LS as building blocks, sub-region channels SR  need to be constructed by 
accumulation which will guide the cell in-growth and nutrient/waste flow between the outer contour and the inner 
region. To ensure the seeded cell in-growth and their support, the geometric properties of these sub-regions must 
be optimized during the design processes. Thus, the thd  accumulated sub-region dSR  is characterized by its area 

dRA , lower width dRS , and upper width dRU , or as  dRURLRASR dddd    },,{ as shown in Figure 5(a). The 

target values for these variables are defined as ***   and  , RURLRA , respectively, and their values can be 
determined from the expected pore sizes discussed earlier.  An orderly and incremental sub-region accumulation 
has been performed [10], and the goal is to accumulate the segment sets LS  into as few sub-regions dSR  as 
possible. For uniform geometry, every segment that arrives in the queue may have identical segment i.e. the similar 
variable values. A set of sub-regions   }{ ..1,0 DddSRSR , where D is the number of sub-regions, is constructed 
with a compatible lower and upper width geometry are shown in Figure 4(a). 

2.3. Iso-porosity region generation  

The generated sub-regions are constructed between )(tMBi  and )(tCi  and act as a channel between them. Their 
alignment depends upon the outer contour profile as well as the ruling line density. Building a 3D structure by 
stacking the sub-region layers may be possible; however, this would significantly impede the connectivity within 
the scaffold area as well as the structural integrity since this may build a solid wall rather than a porous boundary. 
Since the properties or the functionality of scaffolds are changing towards the inner region, the designed porosity 
has to follow the shape of the scaffold. Thus iso-porosity regions are introduced which will follow the shape of the 
scaffold as shown in Figure 4(b). To build the iso-porosity region each sub-region is partitioned according to the 
porosity with iso-porosity line segments. The porosity has been interpreted into area by modeling the pore cell 
methodology discussed in our previous work [2]. 
 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Discretizing the scaffold area with sub-regions (b) Partitioning the sub-regions by iso-porosity line segments (PCL) 
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The number of pore cells, Pp ...1,0 , in each sub-region dSR  depends upon the available area and desired  
porosity gradient. The number of pore cells need to be the same for all sub-regions to ensure equal number of iso-
porosity region across the geometry which will make sure a continuous and interconnected deposition path plan 
during fabrication. The desired porosity has been interpreted into area and the sub-regions are divided accordingly. 
The acceptable pore size reported in the literature [13, 14] consider isotropic geometry, i.e., sphere, cube or 
cylinder. Because of the free-form shape of the outer contour and the accumulation pattern, the generated sub-
regions will have anisotropic shapes as shown in Figure 4(b). Thus, the acceptable pore size needs to be calculated 
from the approximating sphere diameter and can be measured by the following equations. As shown in Figure 4(b), 
the iso-porosity curve is closed but not smooth and for a better fabrication results iso-porosity curve needs to be 
smoothed. 

3. Optimum deposition path planning 

The proposed bi-layer pore design represents the controllable and desired gradient porosity along the scaffold 
architecture. To ensure the proper additive manufacturing, a feasible tool-path plan needs to be developed that 
would minimize the deviation between the design and the actual fabricated structure. Even though some earlier 
research emphasized on the variational porosity design, the fabrication procedure with existing techniques remains 
a challenge. In this work, a continuous deposition path planning method has been proposed to fabricate the 
designed scaffold with additive manufacturing techniques ensuring connectivity of the internal channel network. A 
layer-by-layer deposition is progressed through consecutive layers with zigzag pattern crossing the sub-region 
boundary line followed by an iso-porosity deposition path planning. 

3.1. Deposition-path plan for sub-regions 

To generate the designed sub-regions in the 
thi  layer, the tool-path has been planned through the sub-region’s 

boundary lines, and bridging the medial region to generate a continuous material deposition path-plan. Crossing 
the medial region along the path-plan will provide the structural integrity for the overall scaffold architecture and 
divide the long medial region channel into smaller pore size. Thus, at first we extended the sub-region’s boundary 
lines towards the medial axis crossing the medial region and then a path-planning algorithm has been developed 
[15] to generate the continuous path for the sub-region layer fabrication as shown in Figure 5(a). The tool-path 
needs to start with a sub-region boundary line closest to the end point of the medial axis while starting of the tool-
path on another location might increase the number of discontinuities during the deposition process. In addition, if 
the number of the sub-region’s boundary line is odd, then the tool-path should start from the external feature, i.e., 

from a point on the contour )(tCi , otherwise from a point on the )(tMBi to reduce or eliminate any possible 
discontinuity or jumps. 

 

 

Fig. 5 (a) Decomposing the sub-region’s boundary line on the medial axis, and (b) Contrast between refined polygon and fitted biarc 
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3.2. Deposition path for iso-porosity layer 

The iso-porosity curve in the thi )1(  layer can be constructed as a set of piecewise line segments through the 
inserted cell points as shown in Figure 4(b); however, this can cause discrete deposited filaments because of the 
stepping and needs to be smoothed for a uniform deposition. Besides, the number of points on the iso-porosity 
curve requires a large number of tool-path points during fabrication. Linear and circular motion provides better 
control of the deposition speed along its path precisely for additive manufacturing processes.  Thus, a curve-fitting 
methodology is used to ensure a smooth and continuous path. However, the distribution of cell points may not be 
suitable for curve fitting techniques, i.e., each sub-region’s boundary line contains two adjacent cell points and this 
can skew curve fitting unexpectedly. Instead, a two-step smoothing for iso-porosity path is proposed [10] to 
achieve a continuous tool-path suitable for fabrication. In the first step refines the cell point distribution and then a 
biarc fitting technique is developed to generate 

1C  continuity in iso-porosity region path planning as shown in 
Figure 5(b). 

An area weight-based point insertion algorithm has been developed to generate the refined cell points [2]. This 
will eliminate the stepping issue but could result in over-deposition at the refined cell points because of possible 
directional changes.  A planar iso-porosity curve with 

1C  continuity could provide the required smoothness while 
maintaining the iso-porosity regions. Thus a bi-arc fitting through those refined cell points would be more 
appropriate for a smooth deposition path. the fitting accuracy of a biarc has been determined based on the one–
sided Hausdorff distance [16]. Even though, the biarc has been constructed from the refined point set, the fitting 
accuracy must be measured from the actual cell point to maintain minimum deviation from the actually computed 
pore size. The Hausdorff distance provides a robust, simple and computationally acceptable curve-fitting quality 
measure methodology and can produce a smaller number of biarcs from the cell points. 

4. Implementation  

The proposed methodologies have been implemented with a 2.3 GHz PC using the Rhino Script and Visual 
Basic programming languages in the following examples. Two different scripts are written to implement the 
methodology on bi-layer pattern. The first script starts with the bilayer slice and generates the medial boundary. 
The second script uses the external and internal feature and generates the final tool-path performing all geometric 
algorithms sequentially. Time required to execute both script may vary based on the contour shape and desired 
gradient. However, required time can be reduced significantly by parallel processing or increasing the 
computational power. 

The methodology is implemented on a femur head slice extracted using ITK-Snap 1.6 [17] and Mimics 
Software [18]. The methodology is implemented for variable but controllable porosity along its architecture. Bio-
fabrication of sample models are constructed and fabricated using the micro-nozzle biomaterial deposition system 
[2]. For visual representation and demonstration purposes, sample models are generated from two consecutive 
femur slices with larger pore-sizes. A total of 105 sub-regions and three iso-porosity regions are generated with the 
methodology discussed above. Three sets of controllable porosity, i.e., constant, positive gradient and negative 
gradient porosity have been designed and fabricated with a 100 micrometer filament diameter as shown in Figure 
6. 
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Fig. 6 Model and fabrication for (a-b) decreasing gradient (c-d) constant porosity, and (e-f) increasing gradient. 

5. Conclusion 

The proposed design algorithm generates the internal points of the designed scaffold sequentially which are 
supplied to the motion control system to follow the deposition path. The developed methods can be used by any 
additive manufacturing processes. Heterogeneous or gradient porosity can be achieved through additive 
manufacturing techniques either by changing the deposited filament diameter or by controlling the segment size 
i.e., the pore size during the fabrication processes. In this paper, micro nozzle extrusion based additive 
manufacturing processes are used and controlling of filament diameter may not be possible during deposition 
process. The fabricated scaffolds could be tested in-vitro and in-vivo with the cells. However, these experiments 
are beyond the scope of this paper. The mechanical properties, fluid flow dynamics, resolution and accuracy of the 
fabricated scaffolds may also be used to verify the proposed methodology. However, they are strongly  related to 
the fabrication process used and biomaterials chosen (i.e. viscosity, stiffness), which are out of scope of this paper. 
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